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Project Overview 

SugarSquare, the new 4-story building, located between 15th and 16th Streets on Wazee Street in 

Denver’s Lower Downtown (LoDo) neighborhood, stands as an inspiring example of innovative 

urban infill and technological achievement. Unlike any other project in downtown Denver, 

SugarSquare manages to achieve big design in an extremely narrow urban space – just 25 feet in 

width. Designed by architecture firm Semple Brown Design, SugarSquare was conceived as an 

addition to the historic Sugar Building at 1530 16th St. 

 

SugarSquare is at once distinctly modern and respectful of its neighborhood context. The façade 

is derived from the surrounding lines of adjacent buildings, and the rhythm of the openings is 

consistent with the neighborhood. However, the design team and the owner were also intent on 

making it stand out as a building “of its time” rather than an exact replica of the historic context. 

This led to a unique glass and steel structure, both on the street façade as well as the south-facing 

and the alley walls. The result is a refreshing architectural complement to the surrounding 

historic brick buildings.  

 
• Solutions of Special Projects:  
 
Constructing the 11,400 square foot building between the 100-year-old Sugar Building and 

neighboring 130+ year old Spice Building created a complex set of challenges for Jordy 

Construction, a veteran of Denver’s construction industry with 60 years of experience working 

on commercial projects including urban infill. Substantial time was initially spent assessing the 

site to determine the best approach for realizing the architect’s design.  
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The lack of egress from the alley, combined with the aspect ratio of the footprint, created a 

substantial logistical challenge. Working within the constraints of a 25-foot by 125-foot lot 

meant there was virtually no lay-down space for staging and erecting the structure. So not only 

did every single piece that came onto the site have to be planned, timed and organized down to 

the even the smallest materials, careful coordination was also required for where each person on 

the site was at any given time in order to ensure the safest job site possible. 

 

Additionally, each floor of SugarSquare had to connect to its corresponding floor in the Sugar 

Building. Jordy Construction cut ‘portals’ through the existing stone exterior walls with steel 

lintels above the openings to serve as support, maintaining the exposed brick along the shared 

wall. Upper-level portals used existing window openings to connect the two buildings. On the 

fourth floor, large panes of thick, fire-resistant glass windows bring in ample natural light and 

provide sweeping city views for tenants. Demonstrating a commitment to sustainability, the all-

glass and steel building also features a top-floor green roof and amenity deck with views of 

downtown Denver and the Rocky Mountains.   

 

Other challenges on the project included road closure limitations and residential code 

restrictions. As a two-way, single-lane street, there was no option to shut down Wazee Street for 

construction traffic. Additionally, meticulous scheduling was required to work around the 

downtown holiday moratorium (no road closures between Thanksgiving-New Year’s Day) and 

the Colorado Rockies moratorium (no closures for two hours before/after the game). Despite all 

the challenges on this unique project, actual ground-up steel and concrete erection was 

completed successfully – and entirely without injury – in just 30 working days.  

 
• Excellence in Project Execution, Management/Team Approach:  
 
The successful execution of this project boils down to one word: planning. The pre-construction 

phase took nine months, including six months of underground work, due in part to solving for the 

complicated urban infill zero lot line coding. We also had to underpin and support the adjacent 

historic buildings through a combination of soil nails, micropiles and shotcrete in order to insert 

the basement, which extended six feet below the historic Spice Building. Jordy Construction had 
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to pre-coat the structural steel that ran along the historic buildings with intumescent paint before 

erection because the back side of the steel would no longer be accessible after it was installed. 

 

The lack of laydown or storage space on the site required a highly coordinated effort began 

between Jordy Construction, the steel company, a precast company, an erector and a crane. All 

parts and pieces were organized, numbered and catalogued. It was essential that every single 

partner who came onto the site understand the order each piece had to come out in order to 

maximize efficiency on the tight site. 

 

Here’s just one example of the high-level coordination and execution that were necessary on the 

project: Construction on SugarSquare meant the gas and electrical lines and a grease interceptor 

serving the restaurants in the neighboring Sugar Building had to be moved. To make room for a 

new, larger interceptor, a substantial hole was created. But the alley was so tight, it was 

impossible to access it with the interceptor via truck, so we enlisted an enormous crane, and set it 

back on Wazee Street where it then stretched all the way into the middle of the alley, lowering 

this large, heavy interceptor into the hole. (We want to commend that crane operator with RMS 

Cranes for the tremendous skill he displayed in this effort.)  

 
• Environmental/Safety:  
 
Safety played an essential role for all partners throughout the construction. With the heavy 

equipment, heavy rigging and heights on this exceptionally narrow site, even a small mistake 

could have had severe consequences.  

 

A five-story stairway was constructed on the alley side in order to provide access to all the 

floors. To further ensure worker safety, in addition to weekly safety meetings, the project 

foreman assigned two men whose first priority was to maintain all hand rails and safety every 

day before doing anything else on site.  

 

Additionally, as part of Jordy Construction’s safety program, we offer incentives to the 

construction team for providing smart safety suggestions. This encouraged a more proactive 

approach to worksite safety and resulted in greater buy-in to safety initiatives. Since this was a 
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vertical project, we also participated in the 2017 “Stand-Down” program with posters, handouts 

– both in English and Spanish – along with providing additional training. Ultimately, the 

attention given to safety was more than worth the effort. We had zero lost time and zero 

accidents for the duration of this project. 

 
• Construction Innovations/Advancement:  
 
Space constraints meant the construction team had to take the unusual approach of building the 

structure from back to front, instead of bottom up. This method, referred to as “wedding cake 

style”, was driven by crane position and reach capability. The back wall and alley walls went up 

first, and then we worked our way out toward the street. The approach necessitated creative 

bracing and design solutions to ensure the partial floors would hold up while construction took 

place on the other pieces.  

 

The design incorporates high-design pre-fabricated materials, a relatively new choice for Denver 

urban construction. Historically reserved for suburban construction projects, the use of pre-

fabricated materials allowed Jordy Construction to minimize on-site construction time.  

 

The exposed steel beams (many of which span the entire length of the building) and 5.5-in 

concrete floor panels throughout the project also tie into the historical context, complementing 

the brick and steel of other neighboring buildings.  

 
 
• Excellence in Client Service/Contribution to Community:  
 
As Denver continues to grow, innovative approaches to urban infill projects like SugarSquare 

will be a necessity. This particular project exemplifies how a thoughtful approach to urban infill 

can maximize the utility of urban spaces while adding to the character of the neighborhood.  

 

Throughout the project, Jordy Construction worked with neighboring businesses to help 

minimize disruption to their operations, keeping them up-to-date with construction notifications, 

providing way-finding for their patrons and going above and beyond to address any concerns. 
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This high-touch approach helped ensure the SugarSquare building was welcomed into the 

neighborhood.  

 

Today SugarSquare stands out among the buildings in downtown Denver as a case study for big 

design in a narrow, underutilized urban space.  Jordy is proud of the work we did to maintain the 

integrity of the area while delivering the project in a way that met our clients' needs and 

exceeded their expectations. 

 

“Jordy Construction was an amazing partner in this endeavor, helping the design team and owner source 

materials and systems that had the appropriate craft, finish and durability to achieve our goals. The 

result sets a new precedent for infill buildings in LoDo and helps elevate the experience of this vibrant, 

walkable, texture-rich neighborhood, which is essential to great placemaking in our rapidly growing 

city.” – Tom Gallagher, Principal, Semple Brown Architects & Designers 
 

Constructing SugarSquare was an enormous challenge that included unexpected structural issues with 

the neighboring 130+ year old building as well as our pre-cast sub missing their deadline by several 

months, stopping the project in its tracks. Sean Wardroup, Dan Martell, and Otto Peck gracefully guided 

the project through innumerable challenges and delivered a high-quality project that exceeded our 

expectations. The Jordy team was a pleasure to work with, collaborative, honest and straightforward 

throughout. Urban Villages considers the SugarSquare project a great success and we plan to continue 

working with Jordy on future projects. – Jon Buerge, Urban Villages 2018 
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A crane set back on Wazee 
Street stretches all the way 
into the middle of the alley, 
carefully lowering a new, 
relocated grease interceptor 
for a neighboring restaurant.  

Extensive pre-construction work included underpinning and supporting the adjacent historic 
buildings through a combination of soil nails, micropiles and shotcrete. 

A crane set back on 
Wazee Street 
stretches all the 
way into the 
middle of the alley, 
carefully lowering 
a new, relocated 
grease interceptor 
for a neighboring 
restaurant. 
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The lack of laydown or storage space on the site required a highly coordinated effort began between Jordy 
Construction, the steel company, a precast company, an erector and a crane. All parts and pieces were organized, 
numbered and catalogued. It was essential that every single partner who came onto the site understand the order 

each piece had to come out in order to maximize efficiency on the tight site. 

A five-story stairway 
constructed on the 

alley side provided 
access to all floors.  
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Each floor connects to its corresponding floor in the neighboring Sugar Building. Jordy cut ‘portals’ through the 
existing stone exterior walls with supporting steel lintels above the openings, maintaining the exposed brick along 
the shared wall. 
 

Space constraints necessitated the unusual approach of building the structure from back to front, 
instead of bottom up. This method, referred to as “wedding cake style”, was driven by crane 
position and reach capability. 
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A five-story stairway constructed on the alley side provided access to 
all floors 

Upper-level portals used existing window openings to connect the two buildings. On the fourth floor, large panes 
of thick, fire-resistant glass windows bring in ample natural light and provide sweeping city views for tenants. 
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SugarSquare’s unique blackened steel and glass 
structure presents a refreshing architectural 

complement to the surrounding historic brick 
buildings.  


